


Well hello there. This is the editor’s column, written by me, 
a mortarboard-wearing owl. You may wonder why the humans have 
outsourced this important task, despite my lack of opposable 

thumbs. 

The simple truth is marketing. One agency of note claims that 
magazines with editorials written by owls achieve 78% more en-
gagement than magazines with editorials written by other birds. 
And we here at Factually Inaccurate are nothing if not market-

ing-led.

What a month it has been since our last show. I caught various 
mice, and crushed them in my powerful beak. I flew high and saw 
all. The humans became distracted by sporting events, and did 
not guard their pets as closely as before. No matter. I have 

eaten them.

In this month’s issue, I am told that you will find interviews 
with Gemma Arrowsmith, Jenan Younis and Charlie George, who 

are all, it says here, human comedians of note. We also have a 
“Vix Leyton” who has deigned to be our agony aunt, despite my 
suggestion that this role could easily be performed by an owl, 
as we owls love smashing tiny rodent skulls with our powerful 
talons. What could be more agonising than that? But I was told 
that this kind of agony involves affairs of the heart, and we 

owls know nothing of love.

We also have show reviews, an exciting new feature entitled 
VENUE OF THE MONTH (clue: it’s this one), and a bunch of list-
ings informing you of fun gigs to see between resisting having 
your eyes pecked out by owls, or whatever else it is that hu-

mans do these days. I say: why fight it?

If you have any comments, love issues for Vix, or shows you’d 
like plugged in issue #3, please get in touch via factually-
inaccuratestandup@gmail.com, and one of us will get back to 

you. It will probably not be me, though. I have better things 
to do. Our website, whatever one of those is, is 

www.factuallyinaccuratestandup.com.

Please enjoy the show, it’ll be a hoot.

Yours sincerely,

The unnamed mortarboard-wearing owl terrorising the 
Factually Inaccurate offices x

EDITORIAL
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Too Much Too 
[Janine] Young
She’s Brethnic, she’s got 
her own night, and she gets 
more gigs if she uses an 
“English”-sounding name. 
Comedian Jenan Younis talks 
tokenism, Mesopotamia and 
puns with James Walsh

Hello! Can you tell us a little bit 
about how you came to found your own 
night, Weapons of Mass Hilarity?

Well a part of it was getting tired 
of being the token ethnic/female on 
almost every line up (a few peo-
ple also know the experiment I ran 
with my anglicised name versus my 
real name in comedy - Janine Young 
got significantly more gig offers than 
Jenan did! I calculated the p-val-
ue... ).

Whilst it serves to most at first 
glance as a night to showcase come-
dians from underrepresented back-
grounds; there is a little bit of 
a personal mission. A massive bug-
bear of mine is that the Middle 
East is always viewed with a very 
narrow political lens. That spills 
over into creative industries, which 
means that Arab/Muslim-centric sto-
ries tend to dominate the narrative 
and that leaves no room for someone 
like me (Assyrian - who you probably 
wouldn’t have heard of outside of a 
British Museum gallery room).

I wanted WMH to recalibrate how we 
see the region, and those from the 
region - demonstrating just how much 
more diverse it is; not just to 
mainstream audiences but to those 
within Middle Eastern diasporas com-
munities too.

Myself and [co-producer] Maddi 
are quite new to stand up promo-
tion, coming from sketch and improv 
worlds. Do you have any tips for us, 
other than making our night’s con-
ceit slightly less woolly?

I think it’s great to create your 
own unique spaces like this that 
potentially can draw in people that 
have never thought twice about going 
to see live comedy! Just keep doing 
what your doing and audiences will 
find you!

You’ve spoken eloquently about rac-
ism and prejudice in the stand-up 
world. What can and should allies in 
the scene be doing to help?

First and foremost see us all us 
comedians with the same ultimate aim 
in mind of bringing the LOLs and 
plenty of them! I really don’t think 
it’s that hard to have balanced line 
ups, panel shows, and festivals - 
it’s tricky when behind the scenes 
the gatekeepers that call the shots 
are the same folk that have been 
there stagnating for decades. 

I see a lot of alternative, small-
er, independently produced shows and 
companies emerging with a similar 
ethos to WMH, such as the LOL word, 
the Funny Women nights, Hysterical 
Women; if you’re a comedy supporter



seek those nights out; and given 
the last 18 months or so - remem-
ber there are other ways you can 
support our work, the online come-
dy world might have been all we had 
during the pandemic but I do think 
it’ll continue as an important ad-
junct.

What’s the [I was going to saw 
worst, but let’s go with] most 
misguided review or comment you’ve 
received about your material?

Haha! Ok so when talking about my 
ethnicity - I’ve been told I’m is-
lamophoic. When talking about the 
West Bank I was told I was anti 
Semitic. When criticising Stac-
ey Dooley’s Iraq documentary I was 
told I was a misogynist. You name 
it I’ve had it. Just being Middle 
Eastern can be too inflammatory for 
some people. 

I once did a show where all I 
talked about was beetroot sand-
wiches (I realise tres niche but 
no mention of where I’m from from) 
and was told I was too much of a 
trigger for the host to get booked 
again because I reminded them of 
the time they were on a cruise 
on the Nile and there was a bomb 
threat by Hamas. 

It turned out to be a child’s dis-
carded Little Mermaid back pack. 
But still I was a “trigger”. A 
pretty elaborate excuse methinks 
if they just didn’t like beetroot 
sandwiches!

I really like the word you coined, 
“Brethnic”, to describe yourself as 
a British ethnic person. Could you 
tell me your favourite other port-
manteaus? I’m a bit fan of spork.

My favs would be best summed up by 
describing my metamorphosis during 
lockdown: I basically turned into a
mockumentary bingesomniac, part-

“Just being Middle 
Eastern can be too 
inflammatory for some 
people. 

time slacktivist, full-time foolos-
opher stationaddict. 

Can you tell me three fellow come-
dians you love right now, so we can 
try and book them for future shows?

Athena Kugblenu, Patrick Monahan 
and Shazia Mirza - I just pinch 
myself every time I’m on a line up 
with them.

If you could be a pirate or an as-
tronaut, which would you choose, 
and why?

I don’t like the prospect of po-
tentially only having Jeff Bezos or 
Richard Branson for company so by 
default it’ll have to be pirate. 
Come to think of it, oversized 
clothes, disregard for personal



grooming and kitsch jewellery are in 
fact how I secretly want to be at-
tired for the rest of my days.

You hail from Surrey. I was born in 
Kingston Upon Thames, which pre-
tends to be in Surrey but isn’t 
really. Are there any wider meta-
phorical conclusions to be drawn 
from the fact people from the King-
ston borough still add “Surrey” to 
their postal addresses even though 
it hasn’t actually been in it for 
decades?

I am a Kingstonian and therefore 
pseudo-Surrey-ite too! Were you a 
Frangos at the rotunda kinda teen or 
a cheeky underage pint at the King’s 
Tun kinda teen? [Editor’s note: The 
latter. I am so old both Frangos and 
The Rotunda did not exist when I was 
at school]

I in fact was neither! I was more 
of a let’s go with a wholesome bike 
ride in Richmond park followed by a 
Constable-inspired watercolour.

I was deffo surrounded by hard core 
Surrey-ites. I suppose if you’ve 
been Surrey your whole life, your 
parents Surrey their whole lives, 
and your grandparents Surrey their 
whole lives, and someone sudden-
ly rocks up slashes the postcode to 
“SW” ... don’t blame them for put-
ting up a fight! (What does that re-
mind you of).

What’s the most unexpected refer-
ence to Mesopotamia you’ve noticed 
in media or culture? I once heard 
an anti-war bluegrass song which 
rhymed it with “you made a mess of 
it, didn’t you.” It was surprisingly 
good.

Oh this is going to get heavy now - 
well ISIS seems to always be com-
pared to Ancient Mesopotamia espe-
cially when there’s a new exhibition 
on the horizon, I do think it’s very 
bizarre comparing a group of 

“I do think it’s 
very bizarre com-
paring a group of 
Bethnal Green Acad-
emy teen runaways 
to Mesopotamia

Bethnal Green Academy teen runaways 
to Mesopotamia, especially when they 
probably got the wrong flight think-
ing they were heading to Ibiza not 
Palmyra..

I did get into Mesopotamian pun/
cartoons during lockdown strangely 
(whatever gets you through the day I 
guess? I actually did 101 so if you 
know a publisher? Lol).

Not sure how classically trained 
your readership is* but here are my 
favourites:

Which Rihanna song topped the charts 
in Ancient Assyrian? Nim-rud rud 
boy!

What did Ashurbanipal’s doctor ad-
vise him to do? Give up the ziggu-
rats!

What did King Nebuchanezzar say when 
he first saw the Hanging Gardens of 
Babylon? I am not Tammuz-ed!

How do Mesopotamian women like their 
men? In cuneiform!

How did King Ashurbanipal feel when 
he conquered Egypt? He was on cloud 
NINEveh!

Finally, a question from my Brit-
ish-Iraqi (Briraqi?) friend Ash:

As a fellow SWANA identifying peer-
son, you’re ridiculously talented,



being both a surgeon and a com-
ic, can we assume you also play an 
instrument, compete in a sport at 
Olympic level and speak 3 languag-
es?

Oh no that’s not true at all! I 
don’t play one instrument but two, 
(saxophone thanks to Lisa Simpson 
and violin because I wanted to be 
in a fiddler on the roof production 
at school but it didn’t happen: I 
was an “extra”). 

I only speak 5 languages but no 
sports! Unless of course working 
your way through a tube of Prawn 

Cocktail flavoured pringles becomes 
an Olympic sport...

Ash: “I feel like Jenan exists to 
make me look bad to my family...

😂 

Jenan Younis’ Weapons of Mass Hi-
larity is on Monday 16 August at 
2Northdown, London. You can also 
see her work-in-progress show, 
Jenanistan, at the Canal Cafe The-
atre as part of the Camden Fringe. 
She’s on Twitter @Jenan_Younis

The John Dredge Nothing To Do With Anything Show can be 
found at https://www.comedy.co.uk/podcasts/john_dredge_
show/ - and he tweets inspired nonsense @JohnDredge. 
Maybe see if he will draw you something? He might do. 

Depends what it is.



Hi Gemma! You’re the reason we ex-
ist. How does that make you feel?

I am so proud of everyone in Next 
Level Sketch [Editor’s Note: NLS is 
the sketch group Maddi and I are 
part of, and which thereby led to 
Factually Inaccurate]. There are 
loads of sketch groups, but how 
many sketch writing collectives are 
there? It’s a brilliant opportunity 
you have set up for people to show-
case their writing. 

Is there one single show, tv or ra-
dio, that you’re proudest of being 
part of?

I’m probably best known for writing 
on Tracey Ullman’s Show and Spitting 
Image, but before that I was in a 
bunch of children’s TV shows such as 
DNN and Relic: Guardians of the Mu-
seum. The children who watched those 
shows are now in employment and oc-

casionally I get recognised. I love 
that. 

Other than that, I’d have to give 
the obvious answer: my own Radio 4 
show Gemma Arrowsmith’s Emergen-
cy Broadcast which was recorded in 
lockdown and went out earlier this 
year. IT’S STILL ON BBC SOUNDS CHECK 
IT OUT.

Was there a particular moment when 
you knew that comedy is what you 
were going to do?

I saw a brown VHS tape at our lo-
cal video rental shop when I was 
10. That tape was Fawlty Towers and 
watching that marked the moment I 
wanted to write and perform com-
edy. I couldn’t believe how funny 
it was. I mean, Duckula and Danger 
Mouse were funny but this was on a 
whole other level. The Next Level, I 
guess. 

Countess Sketchula
Gemma Arrowsmith - whose fault, essentially, all 
this is - talks to James Walsh about teaching 
sketch, her plans when inevitably picked as Doc-
tor Who showrunner, and why comedy is not - or, at 
least, should not - be just for Oxbridge types.



As well as writing and performing, 
you also teach sketch comedy. Any 
especially joyful memories or mo-
ments from that you’d like to share?

The best thing in the world is 
watching someone go from having 
never written or performed anything 
before, to storming a live showcase. 
Some of my students have gone on to 
form sketch teams, and others have 
got their sketches onto radio and TV 
shows. Those are the BEST emails to 
receive. 

I personally was tricked / encour-
aged onto your beginners’ Hoopla 
sketch course by two improv friends. 
Within two hours I was pretending to 
be an old woman who had written a 
series of extremely horny romantic 
novels, and was having the time of 
my life. 

I always thought, consciously or 
not, that being on stage was for 
posh people, and I say that as mid-
dle class white guy (but who was the 
first in his family to go to univer-

sity). How do we democratise writing 
and performance, and what are the 
barriers to that?

I remember the old lady who wrote 
horny romantic novels! She was 
great! Can we see more of her?

Now, I will try not to make my an-
swer to the second part of your 
question too much of an essay but 
you’ve touched on something which I 
have been known to get on my soap-
box about. I run an occasional free 
online sketch course for those who 
might not be able to afford my reg-
ular courses. I’ve had people at-
tend that course from their hospital 
beds. 

I’ve had people attend that course 
from remote islands. There is an im-
mense hunger to learn the craft. But 
access, both physical and financial, 
is a huge barrier. 

How do we democratise that? I wish I 
had the answer. 

But I’m writing this in the week 
that the UK government has announced 
cuts to university arts funding. And 
one thing I am certain of is that 
this is the opposite of progress. I 
once ran a workshop for a group of 
refugees and they wrote some really 
clever acerbic sketches. 

Sketch comedy is NOT solely the do-
main of Oxbridge. It’s open to any-
one with a good idea. Or at least it 
should be. 

How would you describe the difference 
between sketch and stand-up comedy 
to an alien from one of the unex-
pectedly habitable moons of Jupiter? 
I only ask because we’re making that 
jump at present and the new beats 
and rhythms are taking a while to 
get used to.

[continued on next page]Painting by Nadine Bailey



If the human onstage looks quite 
cool, it’s probably stand-up. If 
they’re doing silly voices and 
bringing on props and wearing wigs, 
it’s probably sketch comedy. 

Despite being a former journalist, 
as you can see from these rambling 
questions my editing needs some 
work. What is your best tip towards 
becoming a more ruthless editor?

As a script editor available for 
hire, my obvious reaction would be 
to get a script editor like me to do 
the edit for you. 

I find it hard to abandon ideas, even 
if they’re not working. How as a 
writer does one avoid spending too 
long applying coats of varnish to 
turds?

Remember that in the time it takes 
you to agonise over ‘perfecting’ 
one sketch which isn’t working, you 
could probably write three new, bet-
ter sketches. 

That’s the beauty of ideas that are 
only 2-3 mins long. This isn’t a 120 
page screenplay. If it’s not work-
ing, bin it. Start something new. 
You will have a good sketch in less 
time, I guarantee it. 

Doctor Who requires a new showrun-
ner. What will you do when they pick 
you for the role?

• Top choices for my Doctor: Pater-
son Joseph, Robbie Gee, Ace Bhat-
ti or some new exciting person 
no-one has ever heard of who just 
aces the audition.

• Live episode 
• I will produce a series of videos 

called “Coal Hill Writing Acade-
my” in which I teach basic writ-
ing structure for an episode of 
Doctor Who. Imagine some future 
showrunner 20 years down the line 
saying they watched those videos 
and that inspired them to give 

writing a go!
• Destroy and reinstate Gallifrey 

so many times it will make your 
head spin.

Finally, any upcoming creative pro-
jects you’re allowed to plug or tell 
us about? 

I’ve spent lockdown furiously writ-
ing on a bunch of shows, none of 
which I’m allowed to talk about. 
What a deeply annoying answer that 
is to give you. 

But I’ll be banging on about them 
endlessly on Twitter when the time 
arises so follow me there: @mmaar-
row. In the meantime, did I mention 
my sketch show Gemma Arrowsmith: 
Emergency Broadcast is available on 
BBC Sounds? 

Gemma Arrowsmith’s sketch show Gemma 
Arrowsmith: Emergency Broadcast is 
available now on BBC Sounds.



Like many of our generation, my 
housemate has a habit of avoiding 
face to face and phone communication 
even when it can cause issues. With 
this in mind: what would you do if 
your housemate slipped a note under 
the door of your upstairs neighbours 
asking them to have sex more quiet-
ly, and then left you to deal with 
them when they came knocking furi-
ously on your door? - Manisha Latif 

Did your housemate tell you that 
they had done this? If not, and 
you’ve had to piece this together 
like Columbo, then I would retali-
ate by arranging a night away from 
home and inviting the couple to use 
the adjacent room to your errant 
housement to have sex at the volume 
of their choice. Await the inevita-
ble passive aggressive note, tweet 
the whole thing in a viral smash and 
use the proceeds you make from your 
accompanying Soundcloud link to move 
away from this monster.  

I’ve been working on turning my ag-
gression into passive-aggression, as 
I think that will make me more popu-
lar as a partner. Any tips for how I 
might achieve this? - Susan Zaltzman 

Hi Susan, don’t be intimidated by 
retraining as a passive aggressive 
person, there are some small hacks 
you can take to look like a pro re-
ally quickly. I’ve included a few 
below but consider them a jumping 
off point. That said, if you need my 
help, maybe you’re not cut out for 
it. But what do I know, eh? 

Whenever there is an opportuni

ty to have an open discussion which 
might dispel angry tension, avoid it 
like the plague (are we allowed to 
say this in pandemic times or is it 
crass? I guess we’ll find out togeth-
er). 

Practice sighing audibly and re-
sponding to any enquiries about your 
welfare with a grumpy ‘I’m fine.’ You 
may also want to familiarise your-
self with key passive aggressive 
terms like ‘if you don’t know why 
I’m upset then it’s not worth tell-
ing you’. 

Where someone has annoyed you on 
Whatsapp, consider making a real 
meal of typing a reply - it doesn’t 
even have to be words, anything will 
do - stopping at regular intervals, 
typing again, then finish the passive 
aggression with the flourish of a 
single word answer. 

Use social media to post vague 
statements and negative memes about 
clearing out the rubbish in your 
life, and knowing who your friends 
are. 

Study passive aggressive people you 
admire and replicate their behav-
iours, ideally to them. A stand off 
with another passive aggressive per-
son is a huge opportunity for you to 
level up your skills and test your 
resilience.

Vix’s wonderful Comedy Arcade is @ 
Edinburgh Fringe 25th - 29th August. 
Follow her @PRVix on Twitter

Dear Vix, I’m 
in a fix

Our resident agony aunt Vix 
Leyton is here for you. Have 
a problem? Email factually-
inaccuratestandup@gmail.com



I wish I could play like 
Charlie George

Hi Charlie! We love your comedy. 
Thanks for agreeing to perform at 
Factually Inaccurate. On a scale of 
1-10, how poorly have we explained 
our own remit?

About a 3 I reckon. I remember Maddi 
leaning over a tin of olives - yes 
I said tin of olives! - at ACMS and 
saying do you want to do our gig 
Charlie? You don’t have to know any-
thing and I thought well that I can 
do.

In the unlikely event one of our 
readers hasn’t heard of you, how 
would you describe yourself to a 47 
year old marketing executive from 
Dunstable?

Imagine the best night of your life 
mixed with the most shame you could 
cause your family and quite a lot of 
hair.

Factually Inaccurate is all about 
FACTS. We love them all equally, 
even if they’re not true. Do you 
have a favourite FACT you’d like to 
share with us?

Mega novelist Stephen King had his 
first book Carrie rejected 30 times. 
Dejected, Stephen dumped the book 
in the trash. His wife retrieved 
it and implored him to resubmit it 
which led to his first book deal and 
spawned his illustrious career.

The lesson in this fact! Marry some-
one who’s willing to take the bins 
out & see the glimmer in your trash. 
Swoon!

Illustration by Iyla Latif

Was there a particular tv show or 
live comedian you saw that made you 
realise “yep, that’s what I going 
to do”? NB the live comedian can be 
dead.

There was this theatre company 
called Gonzo Moose who came to my 
secondary school in Swindon and in 
the cast there was this badass woman 
called Pascal who played an entire 
Greek senate, switching seats to 
embody all the characters and give 
them different features/mannerisms.

She had this really malleable face 
and was just hilarious; with one 
look she could have an audience 
howling in recognition of who that 
was. I was mesmerized. I knew then 
that was exactly what I wanted to 
do. Contort my face to make people 
erupt in laughter.

The queer comic talks trash, 
shit caravan holidays, and 
how we’re all connected by 
brilliance and stupidity



You’ve written for many incredible 
shows. Is there any one thing you’re 
most proud of being involved with?

I am most proud when audience mem-
bers connect with what I do and en-
joy it. 

I did a stand up show in Soho once 
and two men came up to me afterwards 
to say how they were getting married 
soon, after one of them had been 
previously disfellowshipped from the 
Jehovah’s Witnesses for his sexual-
ity - a very similar experience to 
mine. They loved my set and hearing 
about my experiences with the faith 
which were relatable to them person-
ally. 

They both looked so happy and free 
being themselves without judgement, 
sharing in the celebration of peo-
ple’s liberation and them finding 
their true selves is a real gift 
of this work. For me, great comedy 
shows us who we are deep down, how 
we’re not alone; we’re deeply con-
nected in our human brilliance & 
stupidity! 

We both share names with more fa-
mous people. Mine is the singer in 
an average noughties arena-rock band 
called Starsailor. Yours is a 1970s 
footballer. Has anyone ever come to 
see you expecting to see the latter, 
and do you have any SEO tips for me?

I very much enjoy lying about how 
the real Charlie George and myself 
are related and seeing if I can get 
away with it, or fabricating a story 
about how my ancestors were actually 
huge Arsenal fans and named me after 
him, that sort of thing, I say have 
fun with it! A lot of people expect 
me to be a white man who is good at 
football and scaring the hell out of 
them by being a brown woman who went 
to Circus school is way more fun if 
you ask me!

“A lot of people 
expect me to be a 
white man who is 
good at football

Which up and coming comedians should 
we be seeing and booking for our 
night? 

Mary O’Connell
Alex Bertulis-Fernandes
Sharlin Jahan

It is August. What’s the worst holi-
day you’ve ever been on, and did it 
involve caravans? Mine did. 

Yes! We always had really boring 
holidays as kids, where the most ex-
citing thing to happen was throwing 
grapes on a dog’s head in the rain 
from our caravan window. So we’d get 
obsessed with coming up with games 
to play to spice up our lives.
I basically got into fire eating, 
long before I went to Circus school! 
We’d line-up an assault course of a 
large tablespoon of Scotch bonnet 
hot pepper sauce, a line of marm-
ite on a knife and then a tower of 
Jacobs crackers, you’d have to spoon 
it, knife it, chomp it and see how 
long you could go till you cried/
needed a glass of water.

I highly recommend spoon it, knife 
it, chomp it for your next shit car-
avan holiday.

[continued on next page]



We’re trying to ask as many people 
as possible what they’d do if they 
were Doctor Who showrunner, even 
without doing the basic research 
of whether the person we’re ask-
ing likes Doctor Who. What are your 
plans when you’re handed the role?

Turn it into a cutting edge medi-
cal drama. The Central character is 
a man called Nigel Who, who trains 
to become a renowned doctor in Glas-
tonbury. Constantly under threat by 
witch doctors in the village, who 
each week compete to cure the ills 
of the locals. 

Will it be Julie the middle-class 
shaman and her crystals!? Or Dr. 
Who, who saves the day and recovers 
the shopkeeper from a hazardous thy-
roid problem!?

Thanks so much! Please use the space 
below these words to plug whatever 
you would like.

Check out our Funny Femmes Triple 
Bill this Summer!

Three badass comedians who happen to 
be brown women.

Coming up at Camden Fringe this Au-
gust!

Venue: 2 Northdown, Kings Cross
Featuring: Alex Bertulis-Fernandes, 

Charlie George & Sharlin Jahan
Date: Sunday 15th August

Time 8pm-9pm
Tickets: £6 

Ticket Link: https://www.tickettext.
co.uk/funny-femmes-triple-bill

If you can’t make that date we are 
also performing at Battersea Arts 

Centre on Wednesday 29th September.

Ticket Link: https://linktr.ee/fun-
nyfemmes

Review: Paper-
boy, The Lion 
& Unicorn, The 
Camden Fringe
Emerging in preposterously oversized 
suits and an explosion of physi-
cal banter, our two would-be jour-
nalists, Matt and Matthew, dominate 
the stage with their volume, their 
aggressive movements, and their 
self-entitlement. Meanwhile Phoebe, 
their assistant, sits quietly in the 
corner, staring at her empty inbox, 
trying desperately not to react…

Life imitates art imitates life. 
This three woman comedy, directed by 
Amy Tickner and from the pen of Eve 
Lytoliss, is crude, exaggerated, and 
silly, and yet; Britain is run by 
ex-Spectator journalists more igno-
rant and stupid than these deliber-
ately exaggerated caricatures. So 
who’s laughing now?

Paperboy is a lovely title, because 
these boys’ egos are paper-thin. 
Matt is the supposed Alpha, bran-
dishing £50 notes like an eighties 
yuppie and reacting with extreme 
petulance to any reversal of fortune 
or perceived challenge to his domi-
nance. Giorgia Valentino is an en-
gaging physical presence, all flared 
nostrils and awkward confidence, and 
plays Matt almost like a hybrid of 
Rik Mayall in the Young Ones and Rik 
Mayall in the New Statesman.

Matthew is his [perhaps closet-
ed] number two, with the shit-eat-
ing grin of the eternal lackey. As 
played by Nandini Bulchandani, this 
character is another expert parody 
of the mannerisms and physical tics 
of rich young men. With no concept 
of physical space but with at least 
the tiniest inkling that their be-
haviour is toxic and unacceptable, 



Matt is the one you suspect can be 
redeemed. In the Mitchell and Webb 
sketch, Matthew would be the one 
wondering if they were in fact the 
baddies.

Surrounded by their boys’ toys, this 
newspaper office is a playground in 
the finest Nathan Barley tradition. 
Ideas for articles about how PMS is 
a scam and a dead celebrity impor-
tant only for her handbags and large 
tits are repeatedly interrupted by 
golf, ukuleles, and boasting. And 
throughout it all, Phoebe, played 
with admirable restraint by Phoebe 
Taylor-Jones, seethes in the corner…

I worked for years at a nation-
al newspaper, and they are full of 
people like this. But if anything, 
they are more toxic: so at a liber-
al institution, for example, the men 
who run things know exactly how to 
hide their toxicity behind a sheen 
of right-on righteousness, until 
the inevitable HR investigation and 
hushed-up departure.

And the right wing press are even 
worse. In the past two weeks we’ve 
seen Times columnist Giles Coren 
laughing at the death of a young, 
working class woman, or Johnson him-
self, who on the day this play was 
performed was joking about Thatch-
er’s war against the miners.

But Paperboy doesn’t yearn to be 
realistic. Matt and Matthew are, if 
anything naïfs, straight out of a 
hornier, more incel Wodehouse, who 
think a wine’s age is its sell-by-
date and a woman exists to serve, 
confuse, and look hot.

On my attendance, I got the impres-
sion the audience were occasional-
ly unsure whether to laugh or to be 
horrified, which meant some extremely 
fun lines – including an excellent, 
subtle “Me Too” joke – didn’t get 
the response they deserved.

There were perhaps a couple of 
scenes here that were unnecessary, 
and Phoebe’s big speech at the end 
– and Matt’s potential redemption – 
didn’t quite ring true. That said, 
the deadly silence in the auditorium 
suggested that people watching defi-
nitely needed to hear what she had 
to say.

Overall these are minor quibbles: 
Paperboy is an extremely enjoyable 
debut play, and all three actors are 
ones to look out for in future. And 
thinking about it, didn’t the eight-
ies video game of the same name ALSO 
involve young boys earning points 
for breaking things…

**** out of *****

Review: Hotel Mi-
chelle, Museum of 
Comedy, The Camden 
Fringe
Banana. Spatula. Improv exists via 
audience suggestions, and sometimes 
audiences aren’t very imaginative. 
Still, it was a surprise to see a 
Tuesday night audience at the Muse-
um of Comedy in Holborn transmogri-
fy into an Edinburgh Fringe midnight 
audience. In came the predictable 
shouts for strippers, nuns, and sex 
dungeons.

But like all good improvisation 
groups, Michelle, a Hoopla Impro 
house team performing as part of the 
Camden Fringe, don’t take you where 
you thought you’d necessarily go. 
But they definitely take you to where 
you need to be.

Michelle’s setting was a hotel. We 
were introduced to our world for 
the next hour by a hunchbacked, 
perma-smoking impresario played by 
Michal Banai.



She – he – was to be our host and 
guide, and as I sat wishing I’d 
shouted out “Guardian Journalist”[1] 
as a character to compete with all 
the nuns and strippers, the first 
scene was underway.

Very quickly our brains were coming 
to terms with so many characters: 
a lion tamer with a lackadaisical 
approach to cage security. A chef 
who had invented whole new delicacy 
(cheese sausages). An Irish woman of 
Jesus suffering a crisis of faith. A 
sex dungeon undergoing a health and 
safety inspection. Cabaret perform-
ers stumbling into the wrong scenes, 
backwards, their movement in prac-
tice for a finale that was never to 
come.

It was very quickly apparent that 
we were in the hands of artists. It 
would be very easy, with the sugges-
tions provided, to head towards the 
lowest common denominator, like a 
reality tv executive with a pig and 
a c-list celebrity.

But Hotel Michelle was filled with 
both funny and sympathetic charac-
ters, from Kate Heward’s conflict-
ed nun to Melissa Parker’s deadpan 
security guard. It crystallised into 
a real and uncertain world, in which 
boring registrars derail the renew-
ing of vows, stag dos are thwarted 
by existential crises, and people 
chained to walls are tortured, but 
psychologically.

One important craft in improv, much 
as in life, is knowing when things 
have come to an end. And Hotel Mi-
chelle judged scenes to perfection, 
always ending at the most satisfying 
point, always referencing back to 
the most enjoyable riffs, and always 
knowing when to push things, because 
rules, like plates at a Greek party, 
are there to be broken.

**** out of *****

Hotel Michelle are performing at the 
Camden Fringe on 27th August 2021.

[1] As I was with one, so it could 
have been interesting.

Film Review: Limbo, 
starring Amir El-Mas-
ry and Vikash Bhai
This film opens with two middle aged 
Scottish TEFL teachers doing a sexy 
dance to teach “consent 101” to a 
bunch of bemused asylum seekers.

The scene is beautifully and stark-
ly framed; these woolly liberals 
grabbing butt, not those seeking a 
better life, are the butt of the 
joke. But as the camera cut from the 
awkward dance to the barely con-
tained horror of those watching on, 
I wondered what sort of film this 
was planning to be. For a few ter-
rible minutes, I thought it might 
be The Office: Refugee Island, with 
excruciating moments of broad comedy 
offsetting a tale of warmth, cultur-
al understanding in difficult circum-
stances, and mutual awkwardness.

Instead, Limbo turned out to be much 
more interesting than that. A dev-
astatingly deadpan tale of isola-
tion, hope, despair, state cruelty, 
futility, and humanity, it would be 
the best film I’d seen all year even 
if it wasn’t the only film I’d seen 
all year. And anyway: there’s also a 
chicken called Freddie Jr. What more 
do you want?

Our protagonist, Omar, is from Syr-
ia. He has ended up off the coast of 
Scotland – our setting is a name-
less, bleak amalgam of several real 
places, like a less silly Craggy Is-
land – with a dozen other refugees. 
He shares a house with three other 
men, all with their own terrible 
stories and secrets.



carries his instrument – an oud 
– with him wherever he goes: both 
physical and metaphorical baggage he 
can’t let go of. 

Unable to work, Omar and the oth-
er men spend their time hanging 
around the exceptionally bleak lo-
cales available to them: the park, 
the jetty, the village hall. The 
shop which only sells two spices – 
ketchup and mustard. And the wind is 
everywhere.

With mobile reception all but 
non-existent, Omar’s single link 
with his previous life is the single 
phone box, which is a portal to his 
parents, who are struggling and are 
treated “less than dogs” in Istan-
bul, and, though them if not direct-
ly, his brother, still fighting the 
good fight, in Syria. The plan is for 
him to secure leave to remain and 
for his parents to eventually fol-
low; his estranged sibling offers an 
alternative and even more dangerous 
path.

Omar, as played by Amir El-Masry, 
is a ball of loss and despair. He 
bounces off everything: the curiosi-
ty and friendly racism of the local 
youths, the travails of his fellow 
asylum seekers, and even the possi-
bility of change. He is vanishing 
into this savage landscape, and it’s 
not certain that his purgatory will 
or can ever achieve liminality.

But there are others trapped on the 
island. Most memorably there is 
Vikash Bhai’s Farhad, from Afghani-
stan, with a Freddie Mercury obses-
sion and, seemingly, much more able 
to make the transition. His stream 
of prizes from the donation centre, 
from Friends DVDs to second hand car 
dealer suit, and his love for the 
aforementioned chicken, keep the film 
from sinking into the frozen ground 
despite the camera’s unflinching eye 
for both the landscape and the char-
acters’ circumstances.

The locals are trapped too, though 
they seem unaware of it. I have men-
tioned Craggy Island, and there are 
people here who wouldn’t have seemed 
out of place in Father Ted: the old 
lady in a shopmobility scooter, her 
engine whining with unsaid hatreds, 
and the young woman with a dolphin 
mask mistaking refugees for poten-
tial tourists. 

And most memorably of all, the post-
ie, blasting out opera from his red 
van, as he gets back in to drive 
the five or ten metres between each 
house, while Omar and his friends 
watch, waiting for letters that nev-
er come, bemused at this potential 
saviour’s alien behaviour. Because 
the film’s sympathy, if not necessar-
ily its events, are always with the 
people far from the homes to which 
they can never return.

***** out of *****

Limbo is on general release. Below 
are some refugee charities and or-
ganisations you should check out:

Refugee Action
Refugee Council

Scottish Refugee Council
Welsh Refugee Council

Refuweegeee
Bikes for Refugees
The Bike Project



Tuesday 10th August
Tez Ilyas: Life Is A Tezt: Comedy 
Cabin, 9:45pm, £5 (WIP)(CF)

Wednesday, 11th August
Barry Ferns, Ian Smith, Paul Foot, 
Yuriko Kotani, 8pm, The Bill Murray 
£8

Thursday 12th August
Jayde Adams: Men, I can save you: 
Pleasance Islington, 7pm, £10 (WIP)

Friday 13th August
Newsrevue, Canal Cafe Theatre, 
19:30pm, £15

Saturday 14th August
Hatty Ashdown: Dig Deep: Camden Com-
edy club, 15:30, £5

Sunday 15th August
Funny Femmes Triple Bill: 2North-
down, 8pm, £6 (WIP)(CF)

Monday 16th August
Weapons of Mass Hilarity: 2North-
down, 7pm, £3 (CF)

Tuesday, 17th August
Ahir Shah: 2Northdown, 7pm, £5 (WIP)

Wednesday 18th August
Henry Churniavsky: Aaaah... I’m Jew-
rotic and I Blame My Jewish Moth-
er... Who Else? - Etcetera Theatre, 
15:30, £5, CF

Thursday 19th August
Lady Haria’s Drawers - Tales of a 
Confused Life: Hen and Chickens, 
19:30, £7, CF

Friday 20th August
Jonny and the Baptists: Dance like 
it never happened, Soho Theatre, 
£13, 9pm

Saturday 21st August
Esther Manito: #Not All Men, Museum 
of Comedy, £7, 7pm (CF)

Sunday 22nd August
I’ll Tell You What: Laura Smyth and 
Suzie Preece, Museum of Comedy, £7, 
20:30 CF

Monday 23rd August
Joe Thomas: Trying Not to Panic, The 
Bill Murray, £11.30, 18:30 CF

Tuesday, 24th August
Stop trying to make sketch happen: 
Hoopla at The Miller, 8pm, £5. (WIP)

London Comedy Listings
We miss listing magazines. so we decided to make our 
own. This is by no means an exhaustive list of comedy 
shows happening in London over the next month, but it 

is an exhaustive list of comedy shows happening over the 
next month that we think you should go to.

The big event this month is the Camden Fringe - you will 
know if a show listed if part of it via the handy “CF”. 
If a show is work in progress, you will see “WIP”. All 
details correct at time of going to press. Email us on 
factuallyinaccuratestandup@gmail.com with future shows!



The fundamental interconnect-
edness of everything OR how I 
learned I live at number 42. 

On the 12th of July, I discovered 
home on a bench on the ground floor 
of the Charing Cross branch of Foy-
les. Now, the place could have been 
anywhere, that bit wasn’t important, 
but I did need to buy a book to feel 
like this. 

I was, for various reasons that must 
have been explained at the time, in 
Foyles waiting for my brother and 
his girlfriend to buy an umbrel-
la from foyles. Why foyles, I’ve no 
idea, it’s part of the reasons that 
must have been discussed at the time 
but escape me now. Fed up of wan-
dering around the ground floor look-
ing at notebooks and pens ready to 
be bought and never used, I went up 
to the science fiction and fantasy 
section. It’s where I always end up 
in bookshops, there or interregnum 
history. I’ve been watching classic 
who, and disappointed with the lack 
of surviving TV stories involving 
Steven Taylor (Peter Purves) I went 
in search. 

My problem with buying doctor who 
books is that generally bookshops 
are alphabetical. But also by genre, 
which helps a bit, otherwise you’d 
have Ben Arronovitch next to Neil 
Armstrong and that’s no help to an-
yone. Doctor who books aren’t some-
thing I generally know the author 
of, so alphabetical was less than 
helpful, and I found myself drifting 
into the crime section and then the 
horror section before making my way 
to science fiction and fantasy TV tie 
in books. Thankfully signposted by a 
large book on the bottom shelf with 
c3po on the cover. 

There were a grand total of 11 Doc-
tor who books. 7 novelisations of 
surviving doctor who TV adventures, 
3 separate encyclopedias, and one 
copy of Shada by Douglas Adams. 

I’m not a big Douglas Adams fan. I 
know, shock horror, but don’t wor-
ry it’s only sort of true. I’m not 
a big Douglas Adams fan in that I 
would never reach for Douglas Adams 
if someone asked me for my favourite 
author. I think it’s because he’s so 
influential and so well known, it’s 
stupid to say he’s your favourite. 
The other reason for not saying he’s 
my favourite is that up until re-
cently the only piece of hitchhikers 
guide media that I’ve seen all the 
way through was the movie with Mar-
tin freeman. And devoid of the de-
tails of the hitchhikers guide the 
movie is not bad. Its not good ei-
ther. I’ve since watched all of the 
TV show, and finished the fivology, and 
have come to the entirely correct 
conclusion that the film should be 
put into the same category as vogon 
poetry. I have read Dirk Gently, and 
watched the four episodes made by 
BBC 4 starring Stephen mangan and 
Darren boyd. I’ve seen one episode 
of the Netflix version and decided it 
was trying too hard. 

So, my point is, that up until re-
cently I’ve had a general working 
knowledge of the hitchhikers guide 
and of Douglas Adams, and yet read-
ing those first two lines felt like 
coming home. 

I had that thought, and wondered 
where it had come from. Due to the 
aforementioned lack of being a hoopy 
frood, I wondered if perhaps it 
wasn’t my thought. I then remembered 
I was in foyles and not an episode 
of doctor who, and realised it defi-
nitely was my thought.

Apparently home can be a place, a 
smell, a sound, a person, or the 
writing style of an author I’ve 
barely read and a bookshop I rarely 
go into.

Maddi Sainsbury




